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Whether as a Coupé, Sportback or Cabriolet, the Audi A5 unites exciting design with 

an equally exciting driving experience. This now also includes individuality, since 

with Audi Genuine Accessories, you can turn the Audi A5 into your very own A5.

Audi Genuine Accessories offers you a wide range of attractive and useful products, 

with which you can enjoy the journey in your vehicle even more.

Three different vehicles. 
One unique personality.
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4 | 5 Sport and design

Audi cast aluminium wheels are subjected to constant strain during daily use. Comprehensive testing ensures that they 

nevertheless fulfil the high quality requirements expected of them. Furthermore, the use of complex casting processes 

results in high component strength, whilst the multiple coats of high-quality paint do not just create a stunning look, 

but also offer effective protection against scratches.

We haven’t reinvented the wheel. 
Although after so many tests, you would 
almost suppose we had.

1 Cast aluminium wheels in 5-arm parabola design, 

high-gloss turned finish*, anthracite

Exceptional design, ideally tailored to your A5. 

Arms featuring a high-gloss turned finish, 

in dimensions 9 J x 20. For 265/30 R 20 tyres.

2 Cast aluminium wheels in 5-arm rotor design,

dark gloss finish

For an especially dynamic appearance. 

In dimensions 8.5 J x 18 for 245/40 R 18 tyres.

3 Cast aluminium wheels in 15-spoke design, 

high-gloss turned finish*, silver

Interlaced well-base wheel in dimensions 9 J x 19

for 255/35 R 19 tyres.

4 Cast aluminium wheels in 15-spoke design, 

high-gloss turned finish*, ibis white

This well-base wheel impresses thanks to the contrasting 

colours used for the ring with high-gloss turned finish 

and the spokes in ibis white. In dimensions 9 J x 19 for 

255/35 R 19 tyres.

5 Valve caps

The four metal valve caps with embossed Audi logo 

provide better protection for the valve against dust, 

dirt and moisture. Available for rubber, metal and 

aluminium valves.

Anti-theft wheel bolts

These bolts can be removed using the special adapter 

provided on delivery, making theft more difficult.

Audi Genuine tyres

Specially developed for each corresponding Audi model 

using the very latest materials. Tested in approx. 

50 testing procedures. The standards applied during 

testing are considerably more stringent than the 

statutory regulations. When additionally purchasing 

summer tyres or when fitting winter tyres, Audi Genuine 

tyres are able to ensure the usual Audi quality.

*  Please note the following information relating to wheels: Machine-polished, polished or part-polished aluminium wheels must not be used in the event of wintry road conditions. 

Due to the manufacturing process, the rim surfaces do not possess sufficient anti-corrosion protection and are at risk of long-term damage due to road salt or similar materials.
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By undergoing a copper accelerated acetic acid salt spray test, for example. When our experts test the quality of Audi Genuine Accessories 

wheels, they are just as innovative as our designers. Intense heat, high humidity, strong sunlight – there is practically no limit to the number 

of possible tests. But the most extreme endurance test is the copper accelerated acetic acid salt spray test, known as CASS. In the test, 

wheels which have been previously damaged by simulated stone chips are sprayed with this extremely corrosive solution for several days. 

Yet they must overcome all these challenges without visible adverse effects – so that even after many miles, you can be as thrilled by the 

design of your Audi Genuine Accessories wheels as you were on the first day. 
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6 | 7 Sport and design
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2 Wheel bag

A four-part set with convenient handles for easy and 

clean transport and storage of complete wheels. Made 

from tear-resistant plastic. Wheel bolts can be stored 

in the outside pockets.

3 Snow chains

For better hold on snow and ice. 

1 Cast aluminium winter wheels in 5-arm design

Complete winter wheel suitable for use with snow

chains, in dimensions 7.5 J x 17 for 225/50 R 17 tyres.

Fuel efficiency class: F–E, wet grip class: E–C, external 

rolling noise class:  –  72–68 dB.
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8 | 9 Sport and design

The difference between looking good and “wow”.
Can a sporty vehicle make an even sportier impression? When it’s an Audi, the answer is most definitely yes. There are special attachments

available for your A5 model, which continue to emphasise the dynamics of the design. You can choose between wider side sills and a tailgate 

spoiler. A rear wing is also available for the A5 Coupé.

321
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1 Side sills

Accentuate the dynamic body contour and give the vehicle 

an individual look.

2 Tailgate spoiler

For even more dynamism at the rear: the securely 

installed tailgate spoiler (pictured here in the vehicle 

colour).

3 Sports-style tailpipe trims

Made from chrome-finished stainless steel. Colour 

variants: silver and black. Not available for vehicles 

with tailpipe trims ex works.

4 Rear wing

Provides for excellent aerodynamics. The eye-catching 

design completes the athletic overall appearance of 

your A5. Only for the A5 Coupé.

5 Foot rest and pedal caps in stainless steel

The foot rest and pedal caps are made from brushed 

stainless steel. The rubber coating on the surfaces 

ensures enhanced grip.

6 quattro film set

The quattro logo as a film set for the rear section of the 

vehicle on both sides. Available in either Brilliant Black or 

Ice Silver Metallic depending on the exterior vehicle 

colour.

Chrome-finish trims for the radiator grille

A refined and elegant look in the blink of an eye.

4

5 6
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10 | 11 Transport

Where will the mood take you next? Skiing in the mountains, for an extended kayak tour or on a 

relaxed bike trip in the countryside? Just make a spontaneous decision. The smart transport solutions 

from Audi Genuine Accessories give you the freedom to spend your leisure time as you want.

If your hotel does not offer sport and leisure 
opportunities, just bring them with you.
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1 Carrier unit

For various roof rack modules, such as the bicycle 

rack, kayak rack or the ski and luggage box. The profile is 

made from anodised aluminium tubing. The carrier unit 

is easy to fit and is lockable. The maximum permissible 

gross weight of the carrier unit, roof rack modules 

and load for the A5 Coupé is 50 kg and 75 kg for the 

A5 Sportback.

2 Roof carrier bag 

For the storage or transport of the carrier unit and smaller 

roof rack modules. Made from strong material, with 

several loops and a side pocket for tools or small items.

3 Trailer towing hitch

Detachable and lockable ball hitch. Includes a 13-pin 

socket, which is attached to the left-hand side of the 

ball hitch for easy access. 
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12 | 13 Transport

1
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1 Bicycle fork mount

Comfortable handling. Lockable. Suitable for bicycles 

with a quick-action lock on the front wheel. Maximum 

load 17 kg. Only for the A5 Coupé and A5 Sportback. 

(Can only be used in conjunction with the carrier unit.)

2 Bicycle carrier for the trailer towing hitch

Bicycle carrier (also suitable for electric bikes) for up to 

two bicycles with a maximum load capacity of 60 kg.* 

The same key can be used to separately lock bikes onto 

the carrier and the carrier onto the vehicle. Moveable 

wheel restraints provide a secure hold. Easy access to the 

luggage compartment is achieved by way of a folding 

mechanism. The bicycle carrier can be folded up and 

conveniently stored in the bag provided, thereby saving 

space. An extension kit for a third bicycle is also 

available as an option.

3 Bicycle rack

The bicycle rack made from a specially formed aluminium 

profile and powder-coated steel makes it particularly easy 

to attach your bicycles. Lockable. Maximum load capacity: 

17 kg. Only for the A5 Coupé and the A5 Sportback. 

(Can only be used in conjunction with the carrier unit).

Front bicycle rack

Front bicycle rack from matt anodised aluminium, secured 

to make it harder to steal, completely  pre-assembled. Not 

suitable for bicycles with knock-out spindle. (Can only be 

used in conjunction with the bicycle fork mount.)

* Please note the information regarding the maximum permissible trailer load and the gross vehicle weight rating of your vehicle in the vehicle wallet.
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14 | 15 Transport

1 2

43

1 Kayak rack*

For single kayaks weighing up to 45 kg. Can be tilted for 

easy loading and unloading. The kayak rack and elasticated 

belt can be secured separately. (Can only be used in 

conjunction with the carrier unit.)

2 Ski and snowboard rack

To easily transport up to six pairs of skis or four 

snowboards. Lockable. Only for the A5 Coupé and 

the A5 Sportback. (Can only be used in conjunction 

with the carrier unit.)

3–5 Ski and luggage boxes*

A new design from Audi featuring improved 

aerodynamics thanks to a flatter, sportier visual concept. 

Platinum Grey roof box with Brilliant Black side blades 

and chrome-finished Audi rings for a high-quality, 

 rivet-free look. Boxes are lockable and can be opened 

from both sides for comfortable loading and unloading. 

With internal handle for closing the box. Simple 

 quick-action securing system incl. torque limitation. 

Positioned towards the front of the vehicle, making it 

easier to access the luggage compartment. Available in 

three sizes: 360 litres (image 3), 300 litres (image 4) and 

405 litres (image 5). Maximum permissible load: 75 kg.

Bags for roof boxes

Robust yet flexible. These bags are equipped with 

a watertight floor featuring a watertight border 

extending 5 cm upwards. Ideal for making full use 

of the Audi roof boxes, as it is possible to use the 

individual bags in various combinations. Available in 

three sizes: S (43 litres), M (76 litres) and L (82 litres).

*  Your Audi Partner will be happy to provide you with 

more precise information regarding the launch date for 

this product.
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Ski and luggage boxes

Volumes 300 l 360 l 405 l

External dimensions in mm (L x W x H) 1,902 x 630 x 376 1,756 x 826 x 376 2,050 x 800 x 380

Max. number of pairs of skis 4–6 5–7 5–7

Max. number of snowboards 3–4 4–5 4–5

Max. length of skis in cm 175 155 190
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16 | 17 Communication

Audi Entertainment mobile is setting new standards in terms of entertainment quality. A range of connection options provide a high level of flexibility 

and the newly-designed holder means that the system can even be used outside the vehicle. The other navigation and communications options are, 

of course, also worth a look.

During the journey: top-quality entertainment. 
At the end of the journey: exactly the same.
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1 Audi Entertainment mobile

A 9-inch screen with integrated DVD player that is fitted 

to the backrests of the front seats. Excellent picture 

quality thanks to the digital high-definition screen, high 

level of functionality and numerous connection options, 

such as via the Bluetooth headset (available separately). 

Thanks to the new holder for mobile devices, the solution 

is easy to fit and can even be used outside the vehicle. 

Only for the A5 Sportback. Requirement: Preparation 

for Rear Seat Entertainment must be present in the 

vehicle. Only available from Audi Genuine Accessories.

2 Audi music interface 

(retrofit solution and adapter cables)*

Enables various Apple iPod and iPhone models as well 

as other media players to be connected to your vehicle. 

Media players can be operated via the infotainment 

system. To connect media players, additional adapter 

cables are required, which are available in a range of 

versions.

3 Bluetooth headset

The ideal addition to the optional Audi Entertainment 

mobile, compatible with various Apple products such 

as the iPad. The headset can be folded up and conveniently 

stored in the bag provided. The rechargeable batteries 

can achieve an operational life of up to 15 hours.

Audi SD card (8 GB)

For storing your music: ultra-compact and universal SDHC 

memory card (8 GB), class 6. Comes with a protective case.

Navigation update*

Maps with advanced content, e. g. new roads, points of 

interest and restaurants, for greater comfort and a 

more relaxed driving experience. Our tip: Combine the 

update with the next vehicle service.

* For more detailed information, please contact your Audi partner.

1 3

2
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18 | 19 Communication
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* For more detailed information, please contact your Audi partner.

1 Universal mobile phone holder

For making phone calls without the driver having to be 

exposed to much radiation through connection to the 

external aerial and for safe storage of the mobile phone 

during the journey. The mobile phone is placed easily 

into the universal mobile phone holder and connects 

wirelessly with the vehicle’s exterior antenna. Suitable 

for many popular mobile phone models. This means that 

the adapter does not need to be changed if you change 

your mobile phone. Prerequisite: mobile phone fitting 

(Bluetooth). There is a range of USB charging adapters, 

all of which are sold separately to match whichever mobile 

phone you have. The charger enables the mobile telephone 

battery to be easily charged up. 

2 Audi wireless internet access

For establishing a free internet connection in the vehicle 

via WiFi. Serves as a hotspot for up to 8 mobile end 

devices such as tablets, laptops or smartphones – even 

outside the vehicle in a range of up to 100 m. The system 

is not dependent on the battery life thanks to the router 

integrated into the vehicle. With roaming function, even 

for prepaid cards.

3 iPad adapter

Adapter for Apple iPad devices; secured to the backrests 

of the front seats. The adapters can be simply slotted 

onto the holder for mobile devices, which is available 

separately. An iPad can still be used as normal. With 

integrated charging function and 90° pivot. Only for the 

A5 Sportback. Requirement: Preparation for rear seat 

entertainment must be present in the vehicle. Only 

available from Audi Genuine Accessories.

Mobile phone adapter*

Connection with the external aerial enables telephone 

conversations to take place without the driver having 

to be exposed to much radiation. Enables the battery to 

be charged and the mobile phone to be safely stored 

during the journey. Available for many popular mobile 

phone models. Prerequisite: mobile phone fitting 

(Bluetooth).
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20 | 21 Family

Drive an Audi. Before you even learn to walk.

Even if it will still be a few years before the youngsters are driving themselves: the child seats from Audi Genuine Accessories 

ensure that the little ones have just as much fun on the journey as the grown-ups.
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3

1 Audi plush steering wheel

A steering wheel (24 x 24 cm) in an exclusive Audi design 

for racing drivers both big and small. Fitted with a squeaky 

horn for even more fun.

2 Cuddly “Rob the Gecko”

Made from high-quality plush, Rob is hard-wearing, soft 

and washable.

3 Audi baby mirror

Easy to secure to the head restraint of the rear seat 

thanks to the Velcro fastener, keeping the baby in the 

rear-facing baby seat in view. Viewing angle can be 

adjusted as required. Not for integrated head restraints.

1 2
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22 | 23 Family

1 4 2

3 54

1 Audi child seat

Can be used in the forward or rear-facing position. With 

adjustable seat shell, integrated seat belt and adjustable 

head restraint. Removable, washable fabric cover that 

is breathable and soft on the skin, certified in accordance 

with the Oeko-Tex® Standard 100 and available in Misano 

Red/Black and Titanium Grey/Black. Can only be used in 

conjunction with the ISOFIX base. Suitable for children 

from 9 to 18 kg (approx. 1 to 4 years of age).

2 Audi child seat youngster plus

Offers excellent comfort thanks to intelligent belt 

guidance. The backrest is adjustable in height and width. 

Adaptations can be easily made via a viewing window for 

size adjustment. Removable, washable cover, breathable 

and gentle to the skin, certified to Oeko-Tex Standard 

100, in the colours misano red/black and titanium grey/

black. Suitable for children weighing between 15 to 36 kg 

(approx. 4 to 12 years).

3 Audi baby seat

Can be secured using the three-point belt. The integrated 

seat belt ensures that the child is more secure; the 

attached cover also acts as sun protection. With 

adjustable head restraint. Suitable for small children 

up to 13 kg (approx. 0 to 12 months).

4 ISOFIX base for Audi baby seat and Audi child seat

For better stability of the Audi baby seat and the Audi 

child seat. Enables the seat to be installed and removed 

quickly. The adjustable support stand provides additional 

stability. Optimises protection for the child. Note: the 

ISOFIX base is optional for the baby seat and essential 

for the child seat.
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5 Colour variants for child seats

All child seats are available in the combinations misano 

red/black and titanium grey/black. The fabrics used are 

gentle to the skin, breathable, non-fading and washable. 

Spare covers are available from your Audi partner.

Child seat underlay

Tailored to the design of the child seats and the interior 

of the vehicle. Car seats are protected against dirt and 

potential imprints made by the child seats. Includes two 

practical storage pockets. Fully compatible with all Audi 

child seats, even where the ISOFIX base is used.

Backrest protector

A practical solution to prevent the backrest of your vehicle 

seat from getting dirty. Easy to wash. Also prevents 

children damaging the seat if they kick it while travelling 

in the back and offers additional storage space in the 

form of four small pockets. Tailored to match the design 

of the child seats, the child seat underlay and the 

interior of the vehicle. Not for integrated head restraints.

This was the day that Georges de Mestral received his patent for velcro. He thus posed a challenge for the Audi developers of today: the velcro test. 

Children’s shoes or jackets often have velcro fastenings which wear the material out due to lodgement. The test therefore involves pulling velcro strips off 

the child seat covers repeatedly in order to test their durability. Only when the fibres have passed this and many other tests are they good enough to be 

processed into an Audi child seat. But the design, as well as the quality, must satisfy the high demands of Audi. That is why the individual threads are dyed. 

According to the exact specifications of our designers, so that they perfectly match the interior of an Audi. It practically goes without saying that the cover 

materials are Oeko-Tex® certified and breathable.

What the 15th of March 1954 has to do 
with the development of our child seats.
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24 | 25 Comfort and protection

It’s great when you don’t have to look after everything yourself. Just like in your Audi A5, which is 

fundamentally designed to look after your needs. What’s more, it can do so in a way that is completely 

tailored to your individual requirements – thanks to Audi Genuine Accessories, offering a wide range 

of intelligent solutions such as the parking aid, textile floor mats or luggage compartment shells. The 

high-quality products are optimally tailored to your A5 and offer even more comfort for every journey.

We have thought about everything.
Especially you.

1 Luggage compartment inlay

All-round rim helps protect the luggage compartment 

floor from becoming soiled. Non-slip design holds loads 

more securely. Can be stowed away easily and takes up 

very little room.

2 Luggage compartment shell

Made-to-measure luggage compartment protection. 

Robust and washable. The all-round edging prevents 

liquids from leaking onto the luggage compartment 

floor. Only for the A5 Coupé and the A5 Sportback.

3 Luggage compartment box (foldable)

The functional and handy box in black polyester offers 

storage solutions for up to 32 litres. Easily assembled 

thanks to the Velcro tabs. When laid flat, the box also 

acts as an additional protective underlay for the luggage 

compartment. Washable and easy to clean.

Universal luggage compartment divider

Offers a flexible way to use the luggage compartment. 

Can be bent into the required shape and secured to the 

vehicle floor using the rip-tape fastener. Once removed, 

the partition system returns to its original shape. 

Exclusively for luggage compartment covers made from 

needle felt.

1 2 3
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4 Sun protection system

This exact-fit sun protection system provides you with 

almost total protection from the sun in your Audi. Easy 

installation. Easy to store.

5 Premium textile floor mats

Tailored to the size of the floor in the Audi A5. Made from 

durable, tightly woven velour. With a special coating on 

the underside. The floor mats are always secured at the 

front of the vehicle using the points provided for this 

purpose on the floor. With A5 lettering.

6 Rubber floor mats

Made-to-measure. Better protection against heavy soiling. 

Secured to the vehicle using the fixing points on the floor. 

With A5 lettering.

6
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26 | 27 Comfort and protection
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Rubbish bin

A practical product for disposing of rubbish accumulated 

when travelling, with a waterproof interior compartment 

and a capacity of approx. 5 litres. Can be fitted to the 

backrests of the front seats. Easy to clean. Standard refuse 

bags can also be used and secured easily inside the 

rubbish bin.

Seat back pocket

Additional storage capacity in a high-quality Audi design 

with various practical sections – for an even tidier interior. 

The pocket has a volume of approx.11 litres and can be 

secured to the backrests of the front seats. The handles 

also enable it to be used outside of the vehicle.

Ski bag

A convenient way to transport your skis. The ski bag with 

its premium design offers space for up to four pairs 

of skis or three snowboards, and can be secured to the 

fastening rings in the luggage compartment via the 

integrated straps. The roller system makes it easy to 

carry the bag outside of the vehicle.

Vehicle cover

Ideal fit, in anthracite, bearing the Audi logo. Made 

from a breathable and antistatic material. The piping 

accentuates the shape of the vehicle. Excellent 

protection from dust and dirt. For indoor use only.

1 Audi tracking assistant plus¹

Enables the tracking and tracing of a stolen vehicle in 

27 European countries via GPS/GSM technology. With 

automatic driver recognition and an intelligent restart 

restriction function.

2 Storage pocket

Practical all-purpose pocket for versatile storage space 

to keep the vehicle neat and tidy. Attached to the 

backrest. Can be easily folded up and taken with you.

3 Protective harness for dogs²

Safety harness for dogs. Meets statutory regulations. Made 

from highly resistant materials including tear-resistant 

nylon and stainless steel parts. Special padding helps to 

avoid pressure marks. With reflective strips in the chest 

area. Can also be used as a harness for use outside the 

vehicle.

4 Rear protective cover²

Protects large surfaces against dirt at the rear. The versatile 

zip-fastening system allows the dog to enter or exit the 

vehicle via the rear doors, or through the driver door or 

front passenger door when the front seats are folded 

forwards. Simple and fast to attach. Durable surfaces, 

water-tight and washable.

5 Rear seat bag

An organised storage space for the rear seat bench. With 

its various interior mesh pockets, additional storage 

compartment and total volume of approx. 27 litres, the 

rear seat bag in high-quality Audi design provides plenty 

of space for the various items required on a long journey. 

Easily secured using the three-point belt. Includes a 

non-slip surface on the underside of the bag.

¹ For more detailed information, speak to your Audi Partner. ² Your Audi Partner will be happy to provide you with more precise information regarding the launch date for this product.

2

5

3 4
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28 | 29 Comfort and protection

What can you 

learn from 

bats about 

parking?

There are few things we would 

like to mention. Such as ultrasonic 

navigation. Bats use this technique 

with impressive precision to navigate 

the most difficult of terrains. It was 

therefore only natural that Audi 

would fall back on this principle for 

the parking aid – a retrofit solution 

designed to help you park and judge 

distances. The four bumper sensors 

(which can be painted over) alternately 

send out an ultrasound signal that 

is reflected back by any obstacles. 

To achieve a high level of system 

precision in the relevant area between 

1.40 m and 30 cm, the retrofit kit 

is individually calibrated, thereby 

preventing objects such as the trailer 

towing hitch from Audi Genuine 

Accessories from being falsely 

detected. Using ultrasound, the bat 

arrives at its destination – and your 

Audi arrives safely in its parking space.
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1 Parking system

Supports the driver by indicating acoustically how far 

away the vehicle is from an obstacle. 4 ultrasonic sensors 

are concealed in the rear bumper. Activated by engaging 

reverse gear.

2 Cruise control system

Keeps the set speed constant at 30 km/h and above.* 

Active braking intervention, e. g. when driving downhill, 

is also possible, as is operation via the separate steering 

column stalk. The set speed is displayed in the driver 

information system.

Mud flaps

Made out of high-quality plastic. Reduce paint damage 

and dirt around the sills and the rear apron panel. 

Available in sets of two for the front and/or rear.

LED gooseneck reading lamp

Very bright light exactly where it is needed – thanks to 

the flexible silicon rubber neck. High level of stability in 

any position. Connection via the cigarette lighter.

* Provided that engine power and/or engine braking effect permit it.

Loading sill protective sheet

Exact-fit. Made from transparent sheeting. Provides the 

bumper with better protection against damage when 

loading and unloading the luggage compartment. Only 

for the A5 Coupé and A5 Sportback.

Cabriolet car care set

For basic vehicle care. Includes 300 ml of active-foam 

cleaner, 300 ml of material waterproofing agent (for the 

soft top and textile covers), an insect remover glove and 

a sponge.
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30 | 31 Further communication equipment
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You can experience the world of your Audi A5 at www.audi.com. 

Enjoy your voyage of discovery.

Even more A5? But of course.
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Vorsprung durch Technik

The model variants and equipment shown in this catalogue, as well as some of the accessory items, are not available in all countries. 

Some of the vehicles shown here feature special equipment available at an additional cost. Individual images may show variations in 

colour, shape and material. Information regarding the scope of delivery, appearance, dimensions and weights of accessory items are 

correct at the time of printing. Subject to change.

The paper that this catalogue is made from was produced from chlorine-free bleached pulp.

Combined fuel consumption: 8.1–4.2 l/100 km; combined CO₂ emissions: 190–109 g/km (Audi A5 Coupé) 

Combined fuel consumption: 8.1–4.2 l/100 km; combined CO₂ emissions: 190–109 g/km (Audi A5 Sportback)

Combined fuel consumption: 8.5–4.7 l/100 km; combined CO₂ emissions: 199–124 g/km (Audi A5 Cabriolet)

AUDI AG 

85045 Ingolstadt, Germany

www.audi.com

Valid as of June 2014

Printed in Germany
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